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Crystals and the De Rham Cohomology of Schemes

A. Grothendieck.
(Notes by I. Coates and

o.

Jussila).

Introduction.

These notes are a rough summary of five talks given at I.H.E.S
in November and December 1966. The purpose of these talks was to
outline a possible definition of a p-adic cohomology theory, via a
generalization of the de Rham cohomology which was suggested by work
of Monsky-Washnitzer (8) and Manin [7j.
~he

contents of the notes are by no means intended to be a

complete theory. Rather, they outline the start of a program of work which hae
still not been carried out

(~~)

(*).

For a more detailed exposition and progress in this direction, we refer
to the work of P. Berthelot, to be developped presumably in SGA 8.
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1. DeRham Cohomology.
1.1.
fold, and

~ifferentiable

£1' Xi€

Manifolds. Let X be a differentiable mani-

the complex of sheaves of differential forms on X,

whose coefficients are complex valued differentiable functions on X.
Theorem 1.1. (DeRham). There is a canonical isomo!Phism

~(x, a:) ~ H*(
where

H•(x,c)

r,(x, n ~/t)),

is the classical cohomology of X with complex coeffi-

cients.
To prove this, one observes that, by Poincare's lemma, the comis a resolution of the constant sheaf _c on X, and that
Plex fl.
-- X/C
the sheaves __ .fli/~ are fine for J>,.O, so that Ri(x,.D.i ~) = 0 for

1

i) 0 and j 1- 0, whence the assertion.
An analogue result holds for the complex of sheaves of differen-

tial forms on X, whose coefficients are real valued differentiable
functions on X.
1.2

Complex Analytic Manifolds. Let now X be a complex analytic

manifold, and fl•X'C the complex of sheaves of differential forms on X,
whose coefficients are analytic functions on X. Then it is no longer
true, in general, that the

Sl

'4;c are fine

we consider the hypercohomology

for j~O. For this reason,

~(X, [ l ~Jc) of the complex .~.'l. xJc•

Thus we have the standard spectral sequence of hypercohomology

Now Poincare's lemma holds for X, and thus this spectral sequence
degenerates, thereby showing that there is a canonical isomorphism
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On the other hand, we have the second spectral sequence of
hypercohomology
Efq

= Hq(x,fli/~)~!~(x,_rL~/C).

If X is a Stein manifold, Hi(x,Jl~/C)

=0

if i > 0 and

j,.,..o,

and thus

this spectral sequence degenerates, yielding an isomorphism

1. 3. The Algebraic De Rham

Cohomolo~.

Let f : X---.., S be a

morphism of schemes (~)' and n·x, s the complex of sheaves of relative
differential forms on X/S (EGA

IV

16). Recall that the differential
1

operator d of this complex is~ Qx-linear, but only f- ~)-linear
1
(f- (.) denotes the inverse image in the sense of topological spaces,
whilst, as usual, f*(.) denotes the inverse image in the sense of
ringed spaces). lle define the rela.tive DeRham cohomology of

X/S to be

the hyper-cohomology

We have the usual spectral sequence of hypercohomology
Efq = Hq(x,!Ji/s) ~HER(x/s).
If X is affine, this spectral sequence degenerates, yielding a canonical
isomorphism
H:tR(X/S) N~H«( r

(*)

(X,.!1X/S)) •

------------------------------------------------

Throughout, we follow the new terminology of schemes and separated

schemes, instead of preschemes and
terminology.

~chemes,

respectively, in the old
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One can also consider the relative De Rham cohomology sheaf

We have the spectral sequence

EPq

( 1)

1

If f is quasi-compact and quasi-separated, one can show that the

~if•(Il'xjs) are quasi-coherent Modules on S by using this spectral
sequence.
If, moreover, X is smooth on S, the De Rham cohomology sheaves
commute with base change, provided we work with derived categorie~ (•).
1·1ore precisely, if we are given an arbitrary base change
p
x~----X' = x~s·

f

l

l:·

g

then, sincefl'x Sis flat, being locally free over X which is flat,
the Kunneth formula asserts that there is a canonical isomorphism

Lg*{~ f.,.(D::x;s)) ~~ f~ (pJ.i(fl:x;s)),
whence, since always

p*(fl.'x;s)~.fl'x•js• '

Lg*(~ f.(_n~/S))~ ~ f!,t (fiX'fo')'
which is the assertion that the De Rham cohomology commutes with base
change in the sense of derived categories. Note that this does not
imply, in general, that the ~if*(f\'x;s) commute 'ldth base change.
ever, if S is of characteristic

o,

Ho'I'T-

and f is proper and smooth, then one

':.~-_s~~~~~--~~an_~~e~~en t~=-~~~en ts-~~a t

the

~if~ enxjs) ar~-!~~=~----····

(*)We use the notation for derived categories given in

(6),
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free, and hence commute with base change.
If X is proper on

s,

and S is locally noetherian, then one can

show, by using the spectral sequence (1), and the finiteness theorem
for proper morphisms (EGA II!

3), that the ~if~({)~)S) are coherent

Modules on S. Hence, in particular, if S is the spectrum of a field k,
the ~R(X/k) are finite dimensional vector spaces over k.
1.4. T3e Comparison Theorem.

Let X be a scheme which is smooth

over the complex numbers C. Let Xan be the analytic manifold corresponding to X(GAGA (10)), andil"xan;cthe complex of sheaves of analytic
differential forms on Xan. There is the canonical homomorphism of the
algebraic into the analytic De Rham cohomology
(*)

Theorem 1.2 •. The homomorphism {•) is an isomorphism.
Corollary. The algebraic De Rham cohomology H~R(X/C) is canonically
isomorphic to H (Xan,c).
The corollary is immediate, since we saw in

1.2 that there is

a canonical isomorphism

H~(xan,c)~ ~*(Xan,{)_'r~n;c) •
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is given in C51, and so we omit it.
The proof in general requires Hironaka's resolution of singularities.
However, if X is proper on

c,

it follows immediately from the spectral

sequence
Efq

=

Hq(X,fl i;c)--==*~~(X,~X/4:)

J

together with the analogous spectral sequence for Xan, since GAGA shows

3I I

that the initial terms of these spectral sequences are isomorphic.
1 .5. Criticism

of the De Rham Cohomology. Let X be a scheme of

finite type on a field k.
a) If k is of characteristic 0, and X is smooth over k, the
De Rham cohomology has all the good properties one could want, since
Theorem 1 .2 and Lefscbe'tz principle show that we essentially have the
classical complex cohomology.
On the other hand, if k is of characteristic p>O, the De Rham
cohomology no longer has good properties. If X is not proper on k,
the ~X/k) need not be of finite dimension on k. For one always has

and thus HDR(X/k) is certainly not finite dimensional for an affine
curve, say. Even if X is proper on k, and thus the De Rham cohomology
is finite dimensional, it doeo not always yield the good Betti numbers.
For one always has
dim

2 dim Pi cX/k ,

and there are examples ([5J , p. 103) where one has strict inequality.
At least, the Riemann-Roch theorem shows that the De Rham cohomology does
give the good value for the alternating sum of the Betti numbers.
b) The De Rham cohomology seems too closely bound to the assumption of smoothness.

On the other hand, one should not restrict

(*) At least if X is geometrically normal.
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oneself to the study of smooth schemes only, since the fibers of a
morphism of smooth schemes need not be smooth.
c) The classical analytic De Rham cohomology theory suggests a
number of important problems for the algebraic theory (5). For example,
if f :

X~Y

is a smooth morphism of schemes smooth over 0, then

there is the topological Leray spectral sequence
~q = HP(yan, R~:n(c))

The end of

~his

:::;. H*(~n,«:).

spectral sequence has, by theorem 1.2, a purely

algebraic definition as ~R(X/C). As we shall see in 3, the initial
term can also be given a purely algebraic definition ( (5] p 103).
Thus one would like a purely algebraic definition of the spectral
sequence.
d) For X proper and smooth on k, the usual duality formalism
holds for the De Rham cohomology, the theory being analogous to that
given for the Hodge cohomology in (4 ]. One also has a Lefschetz
fixed point formula for the De Rham cohomology, but it only yields
the number of fixed points modulo the characteristic of k, since the

~R(X/k) are vector spaces on k.
It would be convenient to have a more general duality formalism
of the type f

1

, f

1

, as developed in [6 ], for the DeRham cohomology.

Such a formalism would give a purely algebraic definition of the
singular ho~ology groups of X/k.
To deal ld th these problems, one must certainly introduce
a rnore general category of coefficients than the De Rham complexes.
One of the principal aims of these notes is to propose a definition
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of such a category of coefficients.
But why worry about the De Rham cohomology when one already
has the .f, -adic cohomology ?
1.6. Criticism of the t-adic cohomology. If X is a scheme
of finite type over an algebraically closed field k, and t isany prime
number distinct (*) from the characteristic of k, the -t-- adic cohomology of X is defined to be
lim
~

~)
Hi(xet' ""~~9~
"" m

,

where Xet is the etale cohomology of X. Thus the
over the ring

zt of

~-adic

H~(X) are modules

integers.

If k is the field of complex numbers

c,

the comparison theorem

for the .t-adic cohomology [1] shows that there is a cenonical
isomorphism

where Hi(Xan, ~)is the classical cohomology of X with integral
coefficients. Thus, for e,iven t, the knowledge of the H~(X) is
equivalent to the knowledge of the rank of ~(Xan, 2) and the

t-

primary torsion subgroup of ~(Xan, Z). On the other hand, the full
knowledge of the structure of the Hi(Xan, Z), including all_ torsion,
is equivalent to the knowledge of the H~(X) for all t. The comparison
theorem shows immediately that the rank of Hi(x) is finite and independent of t, and that the characteristic polynomial of an endomorphism

( o~:-) the t-adic cohomology is still defined for t equal to the
characteristic of k, but it no longer has too many reasonable
properties.
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of

H1(x)

induced by a k-marphism ~ has rational integral

coefficients which are independent

of~.

If k is of charecteristic p > 0, the

situation is both

intrinsically and technically not so satisfactory. flhen X is proper
over k, the rank of H~(X)
is finite, but even when X is projective
-1,..
and smooth over k, it is not known whether this rank is independent
of .f.. (thus 1ve certainly do not know whether the characteristic polynomial of an endomorphism of ~(X) induced by a k-morphism X~X has
coefficients which are independent
and

dim(X))

2,

of~).

If X is not proper on k,

it is not known whether the rank of H~(X) is finite.

Further, the cohomological version of the deeper of Lefschetz's classical theorems [ 13

J

on the hyperplane sections of a scheme X pro-

jective and smooth on k has still not been proven for the

~adic

cohomology. In addition to our uncapacity at present to prove such basic
facts for the t-adic cohomology, there is the intrinsic fault that the
~die

cohomology has reasonable properties only if .{,is distinct from

the characteristic of k. Thus it cannot yield information on p-torsion
in the cohomology (see Tate [12 J). Nor will it alone be able to show,
in connection with the conjectures of Weil, that there are not powers.
of p in the denominators of the coefficients of the characteristic
polynomial of an endomorphism of H~(X) induced by a k-morphism X-?X (*).
Thus we seek a

p-~dic coho~lo~~

to complement the {-adic

cohomology.

(*) Since these notes were written, it has been pointed out by Lubkin tha*
the integrality question alluded to do fit into the so-called "standard
conjectures" when using only t-adic cohomology ; see Kleiman's expose
in this volume.
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1.1. Needed properties of a p-adic cohomology. Such a cohomology
theory should associate, to each scheme X of finite type over'a perfect
field k of characteristic p > o, cohomology groups which are modules
over an integral doQain, whose quotient field

is of characteristic 0,

and which satisfy all the desirable formal properties (functorality,
finite dimensionality, Poincare duality, Kunneth

formul~,

invariance

under base change, ••• ). This cohomology should also, most importantly,
explain torsion phenomena, and in particular p-torsion.
The natural coefficient ring for the p-adic cohomology seems
to be the ring W(k) of Witt vectors of k. As
one cannot take the coefficient ring to be

ap

Serre has pointed out,
or not even Q • For
p

there exist elliptic curves X such that End(X) is a maximal order of
a quaternion algebra on 2 and End(X)® Q is a field (Deuring [2 ]) •
p

·--

Now the existence of a reasonable cohomology of X with coefficients in

~ would imply that ~(X) is of dimension 2 on ~' and that the mapping
u,___,u

1

is a representation of the opposite algebra of End(X) in H.l(X).
p

Thus we would have a representation of the field of quaternions
End(X)81 Qp in a vector space of dimension 2 on Qp , which is obviously
impossible. Hence the coefficient ring for our p-adic cohomology will
have to be some extension of

~

p

•

1.8. Proposals for a p-adic

Cohomolog~.

We only mention two

such proposals, namely Monsky and Washnitzer's method via special
affine liftings (which we discuss in n°

2),

and the method using the

fppf (faithfully flat and finite presentation) topology.
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By~analogy

with the t-adic cohomology, the essential idea of

the fppf topology approach

v1as

to consider the cohomology of X/k,

with respect to the fppf topology, with coefficient groups in the
category Cv of finite schemes of 2/pvZ-modules.

Examples of such

schemes of modules are
v
Ker(Gm~Gm) ·

()(.

P"

pV
.. Ker(G ->G )
a
a

More precisely, one hopes to prove the following conjectural theorem,
with X proper on k, say
(Conjectural Theorem).

There exists a complex 1~

in the category

cV of sheaves of 'Jijp V .'ia-modules on Spec(k) fppf' with Hi (1Y) E cv ,
such that for each complex G" in CV :
H* (X
=

fppf'

G")"'

~

Ext* (1~ G")
c \)
'
\1

The homology of X/k in dimension i would then be (Hi(1.))v ~ 0 ,
which is a "profinite algebraic group scheme" over k.
This apparently works well if X is of dimension 1, and yields,
as it should, the Tate module Tp ( J)

= (-p \1 J) v :;),,.... 0 for the first homo-

logy group of X (J being the Jacobian of X)(*). However, Artin has
remarked that the cohomology of X, with respect to the fppf topology,
and i<fi th coefficients in a scheme of 'iljp v 2-modules, vanishes in
dimension > dim(X)+1. Thus, if dim(X) > 1, Poincare duality cannot hold
for this homology. Nevertheless, this homology should

h~ve

interesting

relations with the eventual p-adic cohomology. For it can still be
hoped that, if X is proper, smooth, and connected, say, one can
recover the "good" p-adic cohomology groups Hi(X), fori :S:dim(X)+1,
p

(*) and "correct" higher cohomology groups.
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as suitable

11

Dieudonne modules 11 aBsociated to the profinite groups

(H. (1~>)),- and hence also all Hi(X) i f we grant Poincare duality for
p

2

the conjectural p-adic cohomology groups Hi(X).
p

2.

The Cohomology of Monsky and Washnitzer.

2.1. Approach via liftings.
Suppose X0 is a scheme on a perfect field k of characteristic
p > 0, and suppose that there exists a lifting of X0 --> k to a scheme
X proper and smooth on S

= Spec H(k) (W(k)

is the ring of vii tt

vectors of k). The essential idea.. of Monsky and "1-lashni tzer' s theory
is perhaps that the ;!?e Rham cohomology of the l,ifting,

determined up to canonical isomorphism by X0
depend on the particular lifting
that the De Rham cohomology

x~

S of X0

~lone,
•

~R(X/S), is

and does not

Their idea was then

~R(X/S) of a lifting, which are finite

dimensional vector spaces on W(k) since X is proper on S, would be the
p-adic cohomology of X0

•

This approach yields the right Betti numbers

(namely, the Betti numbers of the generic fiber of a lifting X~S),
since the comparison theorem of n° 1 shows that the De Rham cohomology of the generic fiber yields the correct Betti numbers.
A first difficulty with this approach is that no such lifting of
X0 ~

k exists, in general.

If X0 /k is affine, we can at least find a lifting of X0 /k to
a formal scheme le on S. One might then consider the hypercohomoLogy
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.Q~S

where

1

= f.im .Q)t}/Sn , S = Spec(W(k)fnt, n+ )

maximal ideal of W(k)), and Xn =

)[xs

('lt, being the

Sn • Since 3C is affine, there

is a canonical isomorphism

H*(:X
=

'

Now consider the particular case when X0
Specf W ( t
Eatn,
n

J,

J

where w( t

=

Spec k [t]. Then 3~

=

is the ring of all formal power series

a n•EW(k), suchthat

v..,..,(an)~.,.as
,,~

n __,.

(10 •

Thus

where d is formal differentiation of power series. But there clearly
\'' a t n in W ( t J
· such that l:-+
an t n+ 1 is
exist pow-er series .....
n
nn 1
1
W[t ], and hence H (r (X,

.Q~/S))

.!!.2.1

in

is not zero, nor even finite

dimensional when tensored with the field of fractions K of W. Thus
this cohomology is not satisfactory. However, note that this cohomology
would have been zero, if, instead of considering the ring W{t] of
all convergent power series, we considered the ring

wt { t] of all

power series I: a tn, a E W(k), such that
n
n

v'Tfb (an) ~
for some real number

pn

p>

for n sufficiently large,

0 • This leads us to Monsky and Washni tzer' s

method of constructing their liftings.

2.2.

.Monsky and liashni tzer' s liftings.
Monsky and 1vashni tzer' s method l'Tas to first lift affine schemes.

To this end, they introduced a class of algebras which we shall call
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M-W-algebras ("w.c.f.g. algebras" in their terminology [8j). As
before, let k be a perfect field of characteristic
W = vT(k) the ring of Witt vectors on k. Denote by

2_ a..

the ring of formal power series

w+ f t 1 , ••• , tn}

. ti1 tin
1••• n

~1···~n

p > 0, and

, ai

. E W(k),

l ... ln

suqh that
v....,.,_(a.
.,,~

~1

. ) ~
• • ·~n

f' (i 1 + ••• + i ) for i 1+ ••• + in
n
sufficiently large 1

for some real number p > 0. Then a M-W-alg0bra is defined to be any
quotient of such an algebra wt ( t

1

, ••• , tn} • These M-W-algebras

are similar to the building blocks used by Tate in his theory of rigid
analytic spaces [ 11 ] •
Then Monsky and Washnitzer prove essentially the following
assertions (8] :
a) If A0 is an algebra of finite tYI>e and smooth~ k (and
satisfies a further mild, and probably unnecessary condition), then
there exists a M-W-algebra A, which is flat (and hence "smooth") on
W, and a k-isomorphism

b) If A ~ B are any two such flat 1-1-W-algebras lifting A0 , they
are isomorphic. More generally,

~A~

B are two M-W-algebras over

W, A being "smooth", tb.en any homomorphism Acr--ill 0 lifts to a
homomorphism A-)B.
c) If A ~ M-W-a.lgebra, one defines 0 ~/W by the universal
property for W-derivations of A into separated A-modules, and then
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as usual, one defines

r.I;w

=A P 0: /W , thereby obtaining a complex

of M-1'1" -algebras. Then, if u : A --7 B is a homomorphism of Ill-Walgebras smooth on W, the induced homomorphism

depends only on the induced homomorphism u 0
Thus, if A0 is a variable finitely generated smooth k-al,gebra,

is a well defined "cohomology functor" from the category of such
algebras to the category of modules on W.
By localizing the above functor with respect to the Zariski
topology, Monsky and Washnitzer construct cohomology sheaves·
~ , (X 0 ) for each scheme X0 smooth on k. The global sections of these

11

sheaves yield satisfactory global invariants in dimension 0 and
for smooth schemes on k. To obtain global invariants in higher
dimensions, Monsky and Washnitzer introduced the site X0 WM of
M-W-liftings of X0

•

The underlying category of this site has as

objects all pairs (U 0 ,A), where U0 is a Zariski open set of X0 , and
A a Ivl-W-lifting of the coordinate ring of U0

,

and its morphisms are

defined in the obvious fashion. The topology is "that of Zariski".
The complexes

0.~/W

define a complex of sheaves

flx

on this site,
0

and one takes the hypercohomology

Hhen X0 is affine, this can be shown (as Grothendieck understood from

J
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Washni tzer) to be just the functor ( *).

On the other hand, uhen X0

is proper and has a proper and smooth lifting

X---7S, we should have

a canonical isomorphism
~(X0 ) ~H;R(X/S) ,

which would establish the invariance property of the H;R(X/S)
relative to the various liftings x~s of X0 considered in (2.1 ).
2.3.

Rem~rks

on Monsky and Washnitzer's

~ethod.

Their theory gives a p-adic cohomology theory, their cohomology
groups being modules over the ring W of Witt vectors of k.
According to their published work, they have only proven their
fundamental invariance assertion modulo torsion, i.e. after tensoring
by the quotient field K of W. However in a private communication,
as Grothendieck

~derstood

it, Washnitzer indicated that they have

been able to remove this restriction. It is of course of essential
importance to have a theory with coefficients in W, rather than inK.
Their method semms too clo-sely bound to differential forms, which
practically limits its

appli~ations

to smooth schemes. For this reason

perhaps, they have so far not overcome certain technical difficulties,
and have been unable so far to prove some of the usual properties for
their cohomology : for example, that their cohomology groups are of
finite rank on W, even when X0 is projective on k.
Nevertheless, they have been able to utilize their theory to give
a form of the Lefschetz fixed point theorem, using completely continuous
operators, and, by applying this to the frobenius endomorphism of a
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smooth scheme over a finite field, they prove the rationality of the
zeta function of this soheme (in a way similar to that of Dwork).

3. Connections on the De Rham Cohomology.
For the definition of a connection and a stratification on a
sheaf, see Appendix I of these notes.
3.1. Consequence of Monsky and Washnitzer's invariance result.
For simplicity, we assume that Monsky and Washnitzer have prfven
their invariance assertion in its more precise formulation : namely,
given an X0 smooth on a field k of characteristic
two liftings h : X - - t S and h 1
~

:

p > O, and any

X1-tS of X0 /k to schemes proper

and smooth on S = Spec W(k), then there is a canonical (in the sense
that it yields a transitive system of isomorphisms between all such
liftings) isomorphism

in the derived category of

~-modules.

We now derive a consequence of this invariance assertion for an
algebraic family of such liftings. Suppose
f

: Y---+M

is an algebraic family of liftings of X0 /k to schemes proper and
smooth on
M~

s,

in the following sense : we are given a morphism

of finite type, and a proper and smooth morphism f :

Then, for each section g of M on

s,

passing through a fixed point t 0

in the fiber of the closed point of S, the morphism f
given by base change by g

Y~M.

g
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is a lifting of

Xo

= Xt

to a proper and smooth scheme on S. Consider
0

the complex of sheaves on M
K" =

Then, since f is smooth, the De Rham cohomology commutes with base
change (in the derived category sense), and thus there is a canonical
isomorphism

But, by Monsky and Washnitzer's invariance result, the various

are canoni9ally isomorphic to each other for the different sections
g of MonS passing through t 0
Lg*(!•)
on

s,

•

Hence~

the complexes of sheaves

= Lg*(~ f*(Q•Y/M)

for the different sections g of M on S passing through t 0 , are

canonically isomorphic to each other (*).
This strongly suggests that the complex of sheaves

has a stratification, in the derived category of
neighbourhood of t 0

•

~-Modules,

in a

However, by considering families of elliptic

curves on k, we shall see in

{3.5)

that this does not appear to be

so, thereby raising a puzzle. However, we shall first give some in-

dications in the positive direction.

(*) in the derived category, of course.
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3.2. The transcendental connection. Suppose that S is a scheme
of finite type over the complex field f • Let f

~

X ~s be a proper

and smooth scheme above S. Then, by the Comparison Theorem for
algebraic and analytic De Rham cohomology, the coherent analytic
sheaf on San defined by the coherent algebraic

sheaf ~if*(£"x;s)

on S is canonically isomorphic to the sheaf
Rifan(Lxan) ®~
~-an
-~•
..,san ¥-B
~here Lxan is the constant sheaf of integers on xan). Now there

is a canonical absolute integrable connection on this analytic sheaf,
namely the canonical connection on the tensor product, characterized
by the condition that its horizontal sections are those of the
subsheaf

It will turn out that this transcendental connection comes from a
connection on the algebraic De Rham cohomology sheaf ~if* ( f!"x;s).
'\

Moreover, this latter connection can be defined by purely algebraic
means.

3.3. The algebraic c·onnection of Gauss-Manin. 1·1anin [7 J,
generalizing an idea of Gauss, gave the following algebraic construetion of this connection. Let k be a field, and K a separable extension
of k. Each derivation

~ of k extends to a derivation ~ of K. The

derivation ~ operates in a natural fashion on the De Rham complox
f.t;k' nnd co on tho De Rham cohomology ~R(K/k), and Manin shows that
the operation of

a on ~R(K/k)

depends only on ~ and not on the

extension ~ of 0 • Thus the derivations of k operate on the
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~R(K/k) in such a fashion (see Appendix I) as to define an absolute
integrable connection on the

~R(K/k).

If now X is a smooth model of the function field K, Manin shows
1

that the connection on HDR(K/k) induces one on
oanonical injection

~R(X/k)

C-)

H~R(K/k).

We can put Manin's birational construction in a more general
setting. Let us first recall Cartan's homotopy formula.
Let f : X~S be a morphism of schemes, and let
derivation of QX , i.e. ~
~;x:-homomorphism, i( "a

the

E
)

c

be an f- 1

C£s)-

1

Hom0 ( Q. X/S' QX). Then there is
-X
f"''P
~ p-1
~X/S 7
..!.
X/S , called inner product,

/

defined by
~

p

i+1

.I: (-1)
(dx. 1 a) dx A
1
1
~
1
Further, C) induces an f- (Q )-homomorphism
3
i(

lol

)(dx1 1\

o o.

Ad:x: )
p

=

~=

•• o

Ad~ 1\ ••• A. d:x:P.

e (a ) : !1i;s ~ .f!i;s }
which is defined on
extended to

QX;s

sr xjs =

Qx by

e (0) (:x:) = <d

'

d:x:

>'

and then

by imposing that it commutes with d, and that its

action on all products (interior, exterior, and scalar) is given by
the classical formula for the derivative of a product. Cartan's
homotopy formula is then

e c<n

= i(o )d +

di(~)

(the proof is immediate since both sides commute with d and agroe on

~;s).

Thus the endomorphism

eca)

of

g·x;s

induced by the f-

1

C£s)-

derivation d of QX is homotopic to zero.
Now suppose that f is formally smooth and affine. Let
of££· Then one can locally on S lift
to show that,

o t~

a derivation

o

be a derivation

2f OX. For it suffices
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if

A~

is a formally smooth morphism of rings, then we can extend

a derivation of A to a derivation of B. But this follows immediately
from the standard exact sequence (EGA OIV 20).
O~DerA (B,B) ~ Derz(B,B) ---.)oDcrz(A,B) ~ ExalcomA (B,B)

and the fact that ExalcomA(B,B)

=

->-· ..

0, since A~B is formally smooth.

Further, Cartan's homotopy formula immediately shows that the action
of the local lifting on the De Rham complex depends up to homotopy only on
the derivation

o,

and

~

on the local lifting. Thus it follows that

one can make the derivations of

~

operate on the De Rham cohomology

sheaf E;R(X/S), and one hopes therefore to define an absolute integrable connection on it. Of course, the difficulty with this method,
when f is not affine, is that one cannot in general lift the derivations of

3.4.

~

locally on S to derivations of Qx•

Construction of the absolute canonical connection on

the DeRham cohomology. By using again what is essentially Cartan's
homotopy formula, w-e nat'l" construct an absolute connection, in the
sense of derived categories, on the De Rham cohomology

~* (!!, "x;s)

of an arbitrary smooth morphism f : X----:;.S, and even a slightly
stronger structure, as we shall see. In the case when the ~if*~X/S)
are locally free (and therefore commute with base change), our proof
also. shows that there is an absolute connection on the ~if* (Q." X/S).
To give such a connection is equivalent to constructing, for
each diagram
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1ihere

h : S ~ S 1 is a closed immersion defined by an ideal I of

s~uare

zero,

f" : X"
by

~ ,

1

~ ,

---J S 1
~ ,

2

1

~

2 are two retractions of h, and f' :

X 1 ~S',

are smooth liftings of f : X~S given by base change

an isomorphism

~ f~(~x•js•)DL..~ f;<frx"/S')
(satisfying the natural condition of transitivity for a third
~

3

:

8 1 ---~S).

For, since f is smooth and hence commutes with base

change in the sense of derived categories, this means that

we

have

given a canonical isomorphism

which is precisely the definition of a connection in the sense of
derived categories. Our construction does not use the two retractions
q1 ,

2 and is valid for any two smooth liftings X' ,X" of f :

~ ,

X--~s.

Let G denote the sheaf of germs of S 1 -automorphisms of X' which
induce the identity on X, and

f

the sheaf of germs of 5 1 -isomorphisms

from X' onto X", which induce the identity on X. Then there is a
canonical isomorphism [ SGA 1 III]

Further, f is a right "terser"

(=principal homogenous sheaf) under

Q. Note also that there are canonical isomorphisms of Qx-modules

gPxjs. 1'\J~B.Px•js

1

®

o

-X'

.£x ' I 2.x,

rv.:)

I 2.x"

and we shall identify these canonically isomorphic Modules.

We have the following morphisms. Firstly, there is the canonical
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morphism
u:

l.

--d~\9·x~;s~ ' £"x"/S

induced by the canonical morphism

(*)

1 )

~~(~XM/SI , .Q"X"/SI)

l.

given by transport of structure. Secondly, there is the canonical
morphism of interior product
·

J.

:

1
Q --?Hom6(-1 )(rt
_

x ;s
1

1

,

n- X" ;s )

_

1

'

which is defined by
pf 1

~

<(}

(-1)j+ 1

j=1

.~1)

p

J

•• • (d

wherea€r( U,Q), f 1£f1(

,dx 1

1

x1 1\ • • •

*
xj 1\ •••

/'

A d

1

d 1x 1 )

n

u, Qx 1 ) , and p Ef"( u, R.)• This definition

does not depend on the particular section pE.r(u, P). finally,
there is the canonical morphism

9:

Q

--=>Hom~~)(O.X 1 /S 1 '

Q"X"/S 1 )

Which iS defined On .Q~I /S I = QXI by 9( 0) (f 1 ) =

<a' d Ifl ®1)

' and

then extended to Q~ 1 /S 1 by imposing that it commutes with d 1 ,d", and
that its action on all products is gi-ven by the classical formula for
the derivative of a product. Then

9<

d)= i(a )d 1 + d" i(o).

Further, we have the relations

{

u(po)

= u( p) +

e< a+ ~I>

=

6(C))

e <~) + e< a,>

Now we can express the fact that P is a principal homogenous
space under

Q by giving an extenGion of

G by Z (the constant sheaf

of integers)

(*) the subscript S 1 denotes f- 1 (~ 1 )-homomorphisms.
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together with a Q-isomorphism

E -? j-1 (1).
Let.!!"= Homs,([X'/S''.9'x"/S')' and let the complex 1' be defined by
···~ 0~ L

-1

d

~b.o~o~

Then there is a morphism

<p: 1· --dr
defined by the conditions

In the derived category of abelian sheaves on the underlying topological space of X, there is an isomorphism

whence we obtain from

~

a canonical homomorphism

in the derived category of £-Modules
0

i.e. an element 'i' E 1R

r

(H")
X -

Composing with the canonical morphism
l!'---4R

Roms' ill. X' ;s, ' 9.x"/s')

we obtain a canonical element of'lt'Tx<!!") •Honb(f-l(O

-=s'

))(QX_'/S'• flX"/S") •

This canonical element is seen to be an isomorphism by observing
that it leads to a transitive system of morphisms between the complexes
~·X'/S' for the different liftings X'/S' of X/S, and that it is the

identity when X' = X".
isomorphism
connection.

Applying the functor

Rf , we get the dosirod

*

!Rf*(Q"x'/S')~Rf*(g•X"/S"), which defines our canonical
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3.5. The non-existence of canonical stratifications on the De Rham
cohomology. One may hope that the connection just constructed can be deduced
from a stronger infinitesimal structure, namely a stratification (cf. Appendix).
We show that this is not so. Let k be a field of characteristic p)O, and M/S
the modular scheme of all elliptic curves defined

on k. Then it is not pos-

sible to define a stratification relative to k on the De Rham cohomology sheaf
1

.!!DR (M/S) ,
with "reasonable" functorial properties, namely, compatible with
morphisms of elliptic curves and with base change. For, the iterated

'jj:

(•)

2

~M(p ) induces
~R(M/S)(p2)-+.!!im(M/S)

frobenius homomorphism

M

a homomorphism

which must be compatible with the stratifications. Now the fiber Ms
of Mat a point

lls
induced by

(*)

compatible with

s t S has Hasse invariant zero ~and only if the
2
H1 (M /K ( ) ) ( P )
1
DR s
s
~ HiJR(M/K(s))

is ~· But

the existence of stratifications

rr would imply that, if (*) induces the zero endo-

morphism on the fiber at

s € S of .!!k(M/S), then it would induce the

zero endomorphism on all fibers of ~R(M/S) in some neighbourhood of
s t S. But this is impossible, since, p being fixed, there are only
finitely many elliptic curves of Hasse invariant zero.

4.

The infinitesimal topos and stratifying topos.
We now turn to the definition of a more general category of

coefficients for the De Rham cohomology. To this end we introduce two
ringed topos, the infinitesimal topos and the stratifying topos.
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We shall soe later that in fact these two topos work well only in
characteristic

o,

and at the end of these notes we propose the

definition of two more ringed topes, the crystalline topes and
connecting topes, the sheaves of modules of which seem. to define the
good categories of coefficients for the generalized De Rham cohomology
in arbitrary characteristic.
4.1.

s.

The infinitesimal topes. Let X be a scheme above the base

We first define the infinitesimal site of X/S, Inf(X/S). The under-

lying category of Inf(X/S) has as objects all "nilpotent" S-immersions
U ~ T, i.e. those defined by a nilpotent ideal on T, U being any open
set of X. The morphisms of this category are defined in the natural
fashion. The topology on the category is generated by the pretopology
defined by taking, as covering families of U

--~T,

those defined by

Zariski open coverings (T ) of T, to each Ti being associated the
1

immersion

U~. .::..--::. T.~ , where U.~

A sheaf of sets on Inf(X/S) (or an infinitesimal sheaf on X/S) can
be identified with a system ot

oh~avos

of sets F(U,T) on T, one for

each object U-->T of Inf(X/S), together with, for each morphism
(U~T)~ (U'~T' ), a homomorphism of the inverse image of

F(U',T') on T into F(U,T) , such that this
isomorphism w·hen T -~T

1

homomorphism is an

is an open immersion, and that the resulting

system of homomorphisms is transitive. The same description holds for
sheaves of groups, rings etc. Thus, in particular, if for each
object U--7T of

Inf(X/S), we take the structural sheaf of rings

of T, we obtain a sheaf of rings on

Inf(X/S) , which we denote by
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0
• The category of all sheaves of sets on Inf(X/S) is therefore
-Xj_nf
a ringed topos, which we call the infinitesimal topos of 7./S, and
which we denote by (X/S). f or (if Sis understood implicitly) by
~n

X.~n f •
Note that Inf(X/S) does not have a final object, in general.
4.2.

The stratifying topos.

As we shall see shortly, the reason

for introducing the stratifying site of

xjs,

Strat(X/S), is that we

can interpret a Module on X, fortified with a stratification relative
to

s,

as a "special" sheaf on this site.
Strat(X/S) is defined as follows. Its underlying category is the

full subcategory of Inf(X/S) consisting of those objects
there exists locally

a retraction T~X.

The category

U -'>T such that
Strat(X/S)

is fortified with the induced topology. Note that if X is smooth
on

s,

then Strat(X/S) and Inf(X/S) aro the same.
Sheaves on Strat (X/S) can be described in exactly the same way

as sheaves on Inf(X/S). In particular, there is also a canonical sheaf

. on Strat(X/S), obtained by taking, for each object
"t:ltrat
U--+T of Strat(X/S), the structural sheaf of rings ofT. Thus the
of rings

Qx

category of all sheaves on Strat(X/S) is a ringed topos, which we
denote by (X/S) 8 trat or often just Xstrat•
tle now· turn to the interpretation of stratified lvlodules on X as

"special" 1-!odules on Strat(X/S). Define an QX

-Module F to be
strat

"special" if, for each morphism (U-::>T)---.(U'---7T'), the homomorphism
of the inverse image (in the sense of ringed spaces) of F(U',T') into
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F(U,T) is an isomorphism. Then the category of special

QX

-Modules

strat
is equivalent to the category of Modules on X fortified with a
stratification relative to S. To soe this, recall (see Appendix I)
that, if ]' is a :Module on X fortified with a stratification relative
to S, then fer each diagram of S-morphisms
X

f

y

!~1
where

Y

~,z

is a nilpotent

~mmersion,

and f ,f are any two
1 2

extensions of f, there is a canonical isomorphism

which yields a transitive system of isomorphisms between the inverse
images of F by the various extensions of f. Now, if F is a :Module on
X fortified with a stratification relative to

s,

we associate the

Module F on Strat(X/S) defined by taking, for each object
i
XE-(---..;;>"' U

1

ls

T

of Strat(X/S), F(U,T) to be g*(F), where g is some retraction ofT to X (which
exists locally). Note that, since F is fortified with a

stratification, this

definition does not depend, up to canonical isomorphism, on the particular extension g of i

. Mo du 1e F on Strat(X/S) ...~s a
U4 X. Furt h er, t h ~s

Module. For if
X

~
~
U
~U'

t~·
l
.J !
S
T
'> T'
9'

"spec~al"
...

,
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is any morphism of Strat(X/S), then it is clear that g and g 1 j are
extensions of i, and thus,

since F is stratified, there is a canonical

isomorphism

i.e. the Module F on Strat (X/S) is "special". Conversely, if F is
a

11

special 11 l4odule on Strat(X/S), it is clear that F(x,.x) is a lilodulc

on X fortified with a stratification relative to

4.3.

The fundamental theorem.

s.

One principal aim of these notes

is to sketch a proof of the following theorem.
Theorem

4.1.

If Sis of characteristic

o,

~X

s,

is smooth on

there is a canonical isomorphism

The significance of this theorem is clear. It not only gives a
description of the DeRham cohomology without using differential
forms, but it also gives a sufficiently general context in which to
study the De Rham cohomology. Further, we shall deduce that the
canonical connection on the De Rham cohomology in characteristic 0
comes from a stratification which has a natural interpretation in
terms of the infinitesimal site. It seems likely that the same theorem
will hold in arbitrary characteristic if we replace the infinites1mal
site by the crystalline site, whose definition will be given at the
end of these notes. Of course, when S is of characteristic

o,

the

crystalline site is just the infinitesimal site.
Finally, combining Theorems 4.1 and 1.2, we see that the following conjecture is true when X is smooth on t:
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4.2.

Conjecture
smooth) ~

If X is locally of finite type (not necessarily

C , there are canonical isomori>hisms

H* (Xstra.t ,o
''"(
)"""'
*( an )
-X t t )I'V
~H X. f'Ov
-~ H X ,a:
s ra
1n -ainf

•

A canonical homomorphism

*
H*(Xstrat ,.Q.Xstrat) - 7 HDR(X/€)
which, it is conjectured, is an isomorphism and hence by (1.2) yields

*<

*

rv
H X t t'OX
).,--?H
(Xan ,c), is defined in n° 6. A heuristic
s ra
strat

argument in favour of this conjecture is also given in

(5.5).

The truth

of this conjecture (which seems very plausible) would imply that the
infinitesimal (or stratifying) topos allows, for schemes of finite
type over a field of characteristic 0, a reasonable, purely algebraic,
analogue of the classical transcendentally defined complex cohomology.
(Compare ui th the tentative description of singular homology [5]).
C~ch calculations.

5.

We now consider the cohomology of the infinitesimal topos and the
stratifying topos

(*).

5.1. The stratifying topos. Let X be a scheme above the base

s.

The category Strat{X/S) does not, in general, have a final object.

However, the sheaf of sets
object

1x

X---->X

X

on Strat(X/S), represented by the

of Strat(X/S), covers the final object of the

stratifying topos. Note that this is only true for the stratifying
{*)

For a general discussion of the cohomology of atopos, see (SGA4 V).
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site, and is not true, in general, for the infinitesimal site. Thus,
if F is any lllodule on

Strat (X/S), we have the Leray spectral

.

sequence

H*(xstra.t'F)+a~q
,.., \1+1

(X

HP(v~Hq(r+1,F))

•

,..,

denotes the product of

X with itself

""'x \1+1 is usually not representable for

'\1 ~

+ 1 times). The sheaf

'\1

1. But it is an inductive

limit of representable sheaves, namely
""'\1+1
~--~

x

l~(ll~/s(i))

•

l.

~/S(i)

where
of

X

X

mentation, the

s

is the ith infinitesimal neighbourhood of the diagonal
•••

x .X ( '\1 +1 times) endowed with the diagonal auga

,.., denoting the sheaf on Strat(X/S) represented by

this object.
In all that follows in n°

5, we suppose that the Module F satisfies

the follmdng two conditions (which could be considerably relaxed)
U~, F(U,T) is quasi-coherent.

(1)

For each object

(2)

For each morphism

u....___ T
r
[
.!,
v
U'

of Strat(X/S) such that

Now for each object

isomorphism

C-.-t

j

T'

j : T~T 1

U~T

is an immersion, we have

of Strat(X/S), there is a canonical

*

*

.

H~tra.t{ (U~T) ,F) ~>Hza.r(T,F(U,T)) •
Suppose that
Thus

X is affine, whence the

~\1 (i)
-xjs

are also affine.
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H~trat((~~/s(i),F)

o

•

>

if q

o

Further, by Mittag-Leffler style arguments, it can be shown that
1

Hq(x"+ ,F) ..

Hq(l~m, 6~/S( i) ,F)

•

l~m:>Hq(il~/S( i) ,F),

~

~

whence
1

Hq(I"+ ,F) • 0
H (1"+\F)

if

q > O,

=,l~m F(il~/S(i))
~

Hence the Leray spectral sequence degenerates, yielding a canonical
isomorphism

where

denotes the formal scheme
Now no longer assume that

each non-negative integer "

uju

where

X is affine. Then we introduce, for

, the sheaf~ on Xzar defin~d by

denotes the formal scheme

the~(")farm

a cosimplicial

liD)

sheaf~*

lim) ~/S(i).

For variable "

on X
• Taking a covering of X
zar

by affine open sets, and utilising the

isomorphism ( * ) in the affine

case, we deduce that there is a canonical isomorphism

.

R*(x t

s ra.

In particular,

~re

.

t,F)~~H*(x
,jA*)
•
za.r

have then the spectral sequence

.

H*(xstra.t'F)(o=~q

•

.

HP("~Hq(Xza.r'_j;'("))) •

giving back the isomorphism (*)when X is affine.

5.2.
sheaf

X

The Lnfinitesimal topos. It is not usually true that the
1

represented by the object

X......!_:>X of

Inf(X/S)

covers the
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final object of the infinitesimal topos.
that we can find an

S-immersion

X~/Y,

However, let us a$sume
with

Y formally smooth on

S (for example, this is possible if X and S are affine, or if X is
quasi-projactive on S and S admits an ample Module). Then consider
since X ~")y may not

the sheaf on Inf(X/S) "represented" {we put " "
be an object of

Inf(X/S)) by

X -::>Y, namely

Y 1 (U, T) ---,Hom( (U, T), (X, Y))

•

One can also describe this sheaf by

,..._

1 ..

l~m> Y(i)
].

where Y(i) denotes the ith infinitesimal neighbourhood of X in Y,
and, as usual, -

denotes the sheaf on Inf(X/S) represented by the

object. Since Y is formally smooth on

s,Y

covers the final object of

Inf(X/S). Hence, if F is any Module on Inf(X/S), we have the Leray
spectral sequence

H*(xinf,F~ ~q "' HP(\I,_>Hq(Y'* 1,F))
Assume that

(5.1).

Then, if

F

•

satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) given in

X is affine, the same argument as in the stratifying

case shows that this spectral sequence degenerates, yielding a canonical
isomorphism

( *)

H~~ (Xirif'F)

where Yfx
along X.

is the formal completion of

rv.,

If we no longer assume
negative integer \1

, the

H-:~-( \1 ~F(Yfx))
Yes)

a

y Xs•••Xs y (\1+1 times)

X affine, we introduce, for each non-

sheaf~( \1)

on X
defined by
zar
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7('11) ·=

u'--7J:~ F(u_,u~(i)) = F(Y/rr)
~

where

v,

is the formal completion of
we obtain a cosimplicial sheaf

YCS)

along U. For variable

~ on Xzar· Taking a covering
-'·\

of X by affine open sets, and utilizing the isomorphism ( .. ) in the
affine case, we deduce that there is a canonical isomorphism

*<

)

*<

I"W) H X
I'Y..*)
H X.nf,F
~
= zar , II"

Thus there is the spectral.sequenca
H*(xinf'F)<-:= ~q

.

= Hp('II~Hq(Xzar'..Ji*))

yielding back the isomorphism (*)when X is affine.

5.3. Stratification on the De Rham cohomology in characteristic 0.
As before, suppose there is an S-immersion
given a second scheme

Xo

X~~.

Assume we are

on S, and a nilpotent immersion

Then there is the obvious functor

If F0

•
is a sheaf on Inf(X0 /S), we define its "restriction" F to

Inf(X/S) to be its direct image by the functor

u* , namely

Now, for each non-negative integer 'II , and each open set U of X,
there is a canonical isomorphism
'II rv· 'II
y/U -~Y/Uo '
where U0 is the open set of X0 corresponding to U(U ~nd U0 are
fortified with their induced structural sheaves). Hence, if t1:'"*
r 0 and

·q; *denote

the co simplicial sheaves on Xzar

=

X0 zar associated with
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F0 and F, respectively, there is a canonical isomorphism

n-:*

cf'o

~ ~*

_..,

'

whence a canonical isomorphism

Note that we could remove the assumption that X can be immersed in Y
formally smooth on S by taking an affine open covering of X and
utilizing this isomorphism in the affine case (*).
Before turning to the significance of this isomorphism, let us
note that this result

is~

true if we take the stratifying site

instead of the infinitesimal site.
and that X lies over S0

=

Indeed, let us assume S = SpecA,

Spec(A/J). As every object of the

stratifying site of Xo/S lies in,fact over S 0 , it follows that the
sheaf Q(X/S)
is a sheaf of A0 -modules, hence its cohomology
strat
groups are A0 -modules, i.e. A-modules annihilated by J , ~Thich is
generally not true for the cohomology of O(X/S)
• This shows that
strat
if A0 is of char. p>O, the cohomology invariants defined by (X 0 /S)strat
are also modules over>.a ring of char. p > 0, contrarily to what can be
achieved using the infinitesimal topos instead.

Now let X be a smooth scheme on S. Suppose that we are given
a nilpotent immersion

x_,

S 0 ~)S,

= X x

8

so that

S0 "C- X

is a nilpotent immersion. If we consider X0 as a scheme on

s,

instead

of S 0 , then the above shows that, for each l'lodule F 0 on Inf'(X0 /S),
there is a canonical isomorphism
H* ( (Xo /S) inf'F )

H* ( (x/s). f,F)

J.n

(*) We can get trivially the preceding isomorphism, without restriction on
X nor F, by observing that the functor u* is

~on

sheaves of sets.
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Thus the right hand side is independent, up to canonical isomorphism,
of the particular lifting of X0 /S 0 to a smooth scheme on S.
In particular, if we take

= OY

F0

, so that

F

= QX

,
inf
then Theorem 4.1 (which will

~"Dinf

and assume that S is of characteristic

o,

be proven in n° 6), shows that there is a canonical isomorphism
H* ( (x/s) inf'.Q.X. f)
~n

Hence the De Rham cohomology groups
the

~(X 0 /S)inf'

"'"';>~R(x/s)
H~R(X/S) can be identified with

X

), and hence are independent, up to canonical
inf
isomorphism, of the particular lifting of X0 /S 0 to a smooth scheme
0

on s,s being of characteristic
the De Rham cohomology sheaf

o.

This does not directly imply that

~if*(.Q X/S) is fortified with an

absolute stratification, as this sheaf does not commute with base
change. However, one could develop the previous considerations for
the relative De Rham cohomology in the sense of derived categories,
and in this way, one could show that

~ f.:!-(ffx;s> ,
where

f :

X~

S is a smooth morphism and S is of characteristic

o,

is fortified with an absolute stratification. In fact this would show
more, namely that ~f,.(.Q"x;s) is an absolute crystal, i.e. it extends canonically to

~infinitesimal

neighbourhoods of s, and not just those

with retractions onto S.

5.4. Differential operators. We

~ute

that differential operators

(EGA IV 16) arise naturally in the context of the infinitesimal and
stratifying sites, via the cosimplicial sheaves ~*

.

For example, let
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~*be

the cosimplicial shea£ on X
associated with 0~
• Then,
zar
- strat
for each positive integer v , there are the v + 1 canonical homomorphisms o£

sheaves of rings

p~

Qx~~(\1)

(induced by the family of canonical homomorphisms p~(n) : Qv~QA\1
~

= o, 1, ••• , i = o, ••• ,
homomo~hisms, say p~ ,

n

:t\.

-ux;s

( )
n

v + 1). If we choose one of these canonical
to

give~('ll)the

structure of an QX-algebra,

then the remaining morphisms (which are not Qx-linear), or rather their
truncations

Qx _., ~~; (n)

5

can be interpreted as differential operators from QX
For

v

=

1 , this truncation

is

to Ov

-Axjs

( ) •
n

just the "universal differential

operator of order n on Qx" (EGA IV 16) •

..,

5.5. Analogy with O·Ochains of Cech-Ale:x:ander. If X is a topological space, and A any abelian group, the sheaf of germs of cocha:ins,

"'
of Cech-Ale:x:ander
of degree
( \))

the sheaf C

\I ,

with values in A, is defined to be

(X;A) associated with the presheaf
Ut-?F'II+ 1(U;A) .

where

F '11+ 1 (U,A) is the group of functions from

U '11+1 into A, modulo

the subgroup of functions which vanish in some neighbourhood of the
diagonal of U '11+1 • For variable

\I

,

we obtain a cosimplicial sheaf

~*(x,A) on X, and, under suitable assumptions on X (*), it can be shown
that the cohomology ofrc*(x;A) is in fact the cohomology of X with
coefficients in A.
(*)The complex C*(X;A) being clearly a resolution of the constant sheaf X, it
is enough that each Fv be a sheaf (as it will be necessarily flask).
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It is natural to ask if a similar result holds when we take the
.
(v)
(v)
"functions" on the formal complet~on X /Xof X =X x 8 •••Xs X
( V+1

times) along X the diagonal, X being a scheme over S. More

precisely, let X be a proper scheme over the complex field

~.

Then

we have the spectral sequence for the stratifying cohomology
H*(xstrat'QX

strat

)~ ~q = HP(v~Hq(X/vX'

Since X is proper on£, the Hq( 6~(i), QAYx(i)
vector spaces on

c,

and a

~littag-Leffler

~cxjx,.2.x')x)
whence

are finite dimensional

style argument then shows that

~~( i))

=Jim Hq(t;(l i),

~q =J~ HP(v~q(4v)(i)

2.xv ))
/X

'

~~(i))

•

by GAGA(1o], we can interpret the Hq( 6~(i), ~v X(i)) as the
X
cohomology of the corresponding analytic sheaf on the corresponding

Now,

analytic manifold. Hence, defining the sheaf
(v)
17xan : u ..--, (u
S.;ju)

/u ,

on ~n (where the formal completion is in the sense of analytic
manifolds), there is a canonical isomorphism

*<

)

rv
H xstrat ,.Q.x
_,
H* (X an ' rr;
:rxan)
stra.t
We are then led to the following conjecture.

Conjecture

•

5.1 • For any analytic space ..)(. , the complex

is a resolution of the constant sheaf

-

t;:;*

J

JE

~.

There is a heuristic argument in favour of this conjecture.
Define the formal fiber

--

rr. (v)
.r~ x

;;IIi.'

~(v) ofry;-(v) at x E 3E to be
,x

)l.

lim
.. ~
i

0

'3E

-=-!>. v( ·)
)€ 1 ,x

'
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where

~

denotes the completion of the local rings on the right hand
/\

side. Then the complex

§i'*
~,x

Iesolution of the field

of formal fibers at

x

E

)E

is a

~.

Note that if the (purely local) conjecture
we would know that, for a scheme X proper on

c,

5.1 were true, then
there is a canonical

isomorphism

*c X t

H

s ra

This, together with

1.2,

)

1"\)
* (X an , C)
~H
strat
gives some support for conjecture

t'.Q.X

4.2.

6. Comparison of the Infinitesimal and De Rham Cohomologies.

6.1. The basic Idea.

Let X be a scheme above S, and Fa quasi-

coherent Module on X fortified with a stratification relative to S.

(4.2), F defines a Module Fs t ra t on Strat(X/S).

Then, as was shown in
In

(5.1), it was shown that we could associate with Fs t ra t a complex

of differential operators of infinite order

c*(F) ..

g::·

on Xzar , where

(v)( )
ct"(v)
F .. .F

C

.

..

·

;.~m F(X,l:.~js(i)

)

t.~;s(i) denotes the ith infinitesimal neighbourhood of

(recall that

the diagonal of

X(sY

=

X x 8 ••• x 8 X

( V+1'times) , and that

F(X t. v (.)) is the inverse image of F by any of the v + 1 canonical
' X/S ~
projections

\1

l:.X(i) ----)X, all of these inverse images being canonically

isomorphic because of the stratification on F). It was then shown that
there is a canonical isom?rphism

* (X ,c··''· (F))
H* (Xs t ra;t,F)~H
=
zar
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Thus we have shown that the stratifying cohomology of a stratified
sheaf can be interpreted as the Zariski hypercohomology of a complex
of "differential operators of infinite order". In the following, we
shall show that a converse relation holds, i.e. the Zariski
hypercohomology of any complex of differential operators can be
expressed as the stratifying hypercohomology of a suitable
of stratified sheaves. Applying this to the De Rham complex

comple~

Qi;s

we shall thus prove theorem 4.1.

Our method will be to construct a functor
category

Q0

(.)

from the

Dif(X/S) of Modules on X, with morphisms differential

operators relative to

s,

to the category of Artin-Riesz

on X fortified with a stratification relative to

s.

pro-Modules

The functor Q0

(.)

will be called the formalizing functor, and it can be viewed intuitively as "linearizing" differential operators.
In the particular case when diagX/S :

X----~X

x 5 X is nilpotent,

so that a stratification on F relative to S is a descent on F relative
to

s,

the functor Q0

(.)

can be taken to be Q0 (F) = f'-~f*(F), where

f : X----~S is the structural morphism of X/S.
6.2.

Definition of Q0 ( . ) . We first recall the definition of the

category of Artin-Riesz pro-objects of a category C. The objects of
this category are pro-objects (A.) of C indexed by
l.

z,

whilst the set

of morphisms between two such objects (Ai) and (Bi) is defined to be
lim> Hom(( A. )k, (B.))
k

l.

l.

where (Ai)k denotes the pro-object obtained from (Ai) by shifting k
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places to the right, i.e. its ith component is

A.~+k' (k is any

integer). In other words, a morphism from (Ai) to (Bi) is given by
a commutative diagram (suitable k)

••• __, ti+k+1

-+t'+k ___, ti+k+1

• • •---+ Bi+1

~ i

-:o,.Bi-1

-~

...

We next consider the category of Artin-Riesz pro-objects of the
category of sheaves on the underlying space of X.

A~(i) be the ith infinitesimal neighbourhood

As before, let
of the diagonal of

x(s)' and let P~(i) be the structural sheaf of

A~(i). For variable i, we obtain a pro-object P~

of the category of

sheaves on the underlying space of X, and for variable
form a cosimplicial pro-object P • In particular, P 0
any

, there are the

~

~+

, the P~

~

= QX'

and for

1 canonical homomorphisms of pro-rings

(j ... o, ••. ,"ll)

•

These "II + 1 homomorphisms are distinct, in general, and hence define
distinct structures of an QX-algebra on Pv • The Qx-algebra structure
\1
on P

\1 (
"\)
defined by p 0 resp. p\1 ) will be called the extreme left

(resp. extreme right) structure, and will be written on the left
(resp. right).
We define the cosimplicial pro-object
\1
"11+1
(*).
Q = p

by

For each non-negative integer "II , there is the canonical
of pro-rings
01.: {

o,

01. "II:

homomorphism

P\1 -'> Q"\1 defined by the canonical injection

1, ••• , "11}~{0,1, ••• , "II,~+ 1 ], where

01.

(h) • h.

(*) More precisely, as a functor on totally ordered finite sets, Q* is defined
as I~ P (I.U[a}), where I.Jl[a} is deduced from I "by adding a first element a".
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In other words, there is a homomorphism of cosimplicial rings

*

()(.

*

*

P--~Q

Now let M be an 2x-Module. For each non-negative integer

v

define
Q"(M)

where the tensor product is taken with respect to the extreme right
structure of an 2x-Module on

Q". Then Q"(M) is clearly a Qv-Module,

hence an 2x-bimodule (the left structure being given by the extreme
'II

left structure on Q , and the right structure by the extreme right
structure on Q" ), and a
canonical homomorphism

¥"-Module by restriction of scalars via the
'II

'II

v

ex. : P--7)Q

'II

• This structure of a P -Module

'II

'II

on Q (M) commutes with the right structure of an QX-module on Q (M).
Let N be a second 2x-Module, and D : M---+N a differential operator
from M to N, i.e. a homomorphism of sheaves of abelian groups which
factors (uniquely) in the form
1
M~P (k)C>

where the first morphism is

M~N

0
-x
the obvious

(k some non-negative integer))
one, and the second morphism

is an Qx-Module homomorphism with respect to the left structure on
1
P (k)® 0 M. Then, since there is a unique homomorphism of 2x-modules

-x

(with respect to the right structures)

S(i) : p'~~+ 1 (k+i) ->PV+\i) ®
P"+\k)
0
-X
such that the diagram
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is commutative, the differential operator D

M ~N

induces, for

each non-negative integer i, a homomorphism
P'\1+\ i+k)®
M-~P'\I+\i)® M
0
-X
-.x

0

i.e. an Artin-Riesz homomorphism
it is clear that
structure. Thus

Q'\I(D) : Q'\I(M)~Q'\I(N) • Further

Q0 (D) is linear with respect to the extreme left
Q0 ( . ) is a functor from Diff(X/S), the category

of Modules on X, with differential operators as morphisms, to the
category of Artin-Riesz pro-Modules on QX .

6.3.
functor Q0

Properties of Q0 ( . ) . The fundamental property of the
(.)

is that, for each Module M,Q0 (M) is fortified with a

canonical stratification relative to

s. We

call Q0 (M) the formalization

of M.
Further, one can recover M from Q0 (M) as the subsheaf of
horizontal sections, this subsheaf being endowed with the structure
induced from the extreme right structure of Q0 (M). A differential
operator D ~ M~N is recovered from Q0 (D) as the morphism induced
on the subsheaf of horizontal sections.

*
Finally, we note that the cosimplicial pro-Module Q'(M)
on P*
is just the cosimplicial pro-Module associated with the stratified
pro-Module Q0 (M), i.e. if

n ~m, Qn(M) is obtained from Qm(M) by

base change with respect to any of the canonical morphisms Pn --:> Pm.
6.4. Interpretation of Zariski hypercohomology of a Oofnplex of
differential operators as a e'tratifying

h.ypercohomo~5:_gy.

Let M" be a
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complex of differential operators on X bounded from below. Then
one checks easily, by looking term by term, that

Q*{.M·) '

.Jim

is a resolution of M", and thus there is a canonical isomorphism

H*(x
=

za.r

,M")

N>

H*(x

=

za.r

.Jim

Q*(M.))

Now, since Q0 (M") is a complex of stratified
as described in

(4.2)

Q~-pro-Modules,

(where, of course, one passes to

~taking the inverse image), a complex of sheaves

it defines,

the limit

Q0 (M•)strat

on Strat(X/S). Then the argument given in (5.1) shows that there is

where

c*(Q0 (M" s t ra t)

is the Zariski complex of differential operators

associated with the stratifying complex Q0 (M") s t ra t• But, by
construction

and thus there is a canonical isomorphism

H* (X
M")l'\) H* (X
Qo(M")
)
•
za.r'
-'J
strat'
strat
Hence, in particular, there is the spectral sequence

6.5. Proof of

~heorem

4.1. Let F be a module on X, endowed with

a stratification relative to S, and Fstrat the associated Module on
Strat(X/S). Then it is well known that the differential operators of the
De Rham complex

ffx;s

extend to differential operators on

Qi;~~

F
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thereby making this latter a complex of differential operators.
Thus, interpreting the Zariski hypercohomology of this complex in
terms of stratifying hypercohomology, we have

Now there is always a canonical homomorphism

en·

Fstrat--:> Q0 -"X/i:f:,QX
.Do
F) strat

and hence a canonical homomorphism

* (Xzar'-X/~0
H* (Xstrat' Fstrat ) __, H
n•
F)
=

We would have liked {** ) to be an isomorphism, but X
unfortunately, this
is not always true, as will be explained shortly. However, this is
so if we assume that S is of characteristic 0 and X is smooth on
because under these conditions a formal variant
shows that

. . fOifq

of Poincare's lemma

> 0

lFstrat if q

=0

The spectral sequence (*) then degenerates, showing that
isomorphism, as asserted. Taking

s,

<**)

is an

F = QX , we have therefore proven

Theorem 4.1.
The following example shows that (*~ is not an isomorphism, in
general. Let X/S be an abelian scheme, where S is the spectrum of a
local artinian ring with residue field of characteristic

p >

o,

and

G the formal group associated with X/S. Then the spectral sequence
of the end of (5.1) yields :
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and i f G is a formal torus,

Epq = 0 if
2

p > 0, so that the spectral

sequence degenerates,yielding an isomorphism
Hi(x

o

strat'-X

strat

)--·~
rv ~tri(x
o)
zar'-X

and hence
Hi (X strat'-X
0
) = 0 if i > dim X
strat
But the De Rham cohomology of X/S is certainly not zero in dimension
2 dim X

7.

The crystalline topos and connecting
7.1.

~opos.

Inadequacy of infinitesimal topes.

auove a perfect field k of characteristic

p >

Let X0 be a scheme

o.

Then, regarding

X0 as being above S = SpecW(k) instead of k, the infinitesimal
cohomology

is a graded module on W(k). One might hope that it would be

a

good p-adic cohomology, at least for X0 proper over k. However, this
is not so. For example, if ~/k is an abelian scheme, which from the
formal point of view is a torus, then one finds, using the example
given in the last section, that
Hi((:x;,/s)inf'2.:x;,) .. 0

if

i >dim :x;,

(instead of i >

2di~ ),

contrarily to what wo expect froc p-adic cohomology.
7.2. The C£ystalline topos and connecting topos.

Let X be a

scheme on any base S. We modify the definition of the infinitesimal
site Inf(X/S) to obtain the crystalline site Cris(X/S) as follows. The
underlying category of Cris(X/S) has as objects all nilpotent Simmersions

u~,T,

U being an open set of X, and the ideal on T
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defining this immersion being endowed with a nilpotent divided power
structl.n'e [ 9] (*). We again take the topology on Cris(X/S) to be that
of Zariski. If S is of characteristic 0, Cris(X/S) and Inf(X/S) are
the same, since every ideal admits a unique divided power structure.
In complete analogy with the relation between the infinitesimal
site and the stratifying site, we define the connecting site Conn(X/S)
of X on S as follows. The underlying category of Conn(X/S) is the
full subcategory of Cris(X/S) consisting of those objects U---+T
"for which there exists" an extension of
T~X. •rhus, if X is smooth on

s,

U~X

to an S-morphism

Cris(X/S) and Conn(X/S) are equal.

It seems likely that the theory given in these notes for Inf(X/S)
and Strat(X/S) will hold for Cris(X/S) and Conn(X/S), without the
hypothesis that S be of characteristic 0. The principal points to be
proven are the following.
a.) If we are given X/S and Xc,/S, and a nilpotent immersion
X 0 '--~X,

there is a canonical isomorphism

*(

H

Xcris'.Q.X

rv

*

. ) ->H (X 0 cris'.Q.X 0 . )
cr1s
cr1s

b) If X is smooth on ~' there is a canonical isomorphism

*c

H Xcris &x

* 1s)
. ) -'? HDR(X
('\.1

cr1s

Once these two results have been established, we would know
that we have a good definition of p-adic cohomology, at least far

(*) A divided power structure (yn)~l is called nilpotent, if
y 0 . ) ... y (A_)=OforA. , ... A_ EJandL:ni=nlarge.
1
1
n
nr r
r
1

(**) This statement is not correct as given, a slightly more sophisticated

form turns out to be correet. Since these notes were written, P. Berthelot
has proved b) and the correct version of a),
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p > o, which are proper.

algebraic schemes in characteristic

Namely, if X0 io a scheme on a perfect field k of characteristic
p > o, the p-adic cohomology of X would be

....
H.. ( (X 0 /S)

.

cr1s

where, as usual, S = Spec W(k)

,ov
)
-.r..
0

(*).

This p-adic cohomology would then

satisfy the following crucial test. If Xo/k lifts to a proper and
smooth scheme X/S, then there is a canonical isomorphism
H*{(Jib /S)

~
. ,07 ) AJ~ HD.
R(X/S)
cr1s
-.1\.
0

This can be deduced from a) and b) as follows. Let Sn
and Xn

= X Xs

=

Spec Wn(k),

Sn. Then there is a canonical isomorphism

H* ((X 0 /S)

. ,ov ) ~,_lim H~·((x /s ) . ,o:x )
cr1s -.r.. 0
'n
n cr1s -

Applying a), we obtain a canonical isomorphism
<lim
n

H* ((X /sn)cris'.Q.X )t"V:>,:lim
n

H* ((Xn/sn)cris'.Q.X ),

and applying b), a canonical isomorphism
,lim H*((Xn/S n ) cr1s
. ,ov
-~

~---

n

)
n

~,,lim
n

~

ILR(Xn/sn)
-n

and since there is a canonical isomorphism (EGA III 4)
<:lim

~R(xn/sn) 1'\.):> ~R(x/s)

the assertion follows. Of course, a) would also allow us~n analogy
to

5.3)

to give an intrinsic interpretation of the canonical connection

on the De Rham cohomology, etc.

( *) we wou 1 d get essentially the same crystalline site i f we took
S = Spec ~, so that the crystalline cohomology is defined without
any reference to such a thing as the ring of Wi~ vectors !
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7.3.

Once a) and b) have been verified, it will easily follow

that all requirements for a reasonable p-adic cohomology theory will be
satisfied, for proper and smooth schemes X0 over k which "lift" to
W, and the need of systematically developping the formal properties
of the crystalline cohomology of an arbitrary scheme X/S, modelled on
those proven for the

-t-adic cohomology, will be quite clear. It can

be hoped it will yield good invariants (and correct Betti numbers)
even if X0 does not lift, or is not smooth.

7 .4. Motivation for O.efini tion of crystalline site.

Finally,

we note that introduction of divided powers in the definition of the
crystalline site was practically imposed by the need to define the
first Chern class

c(L) E H2 (Xcr~s
. ,oX

. ) of an invertible sheaf 1

cr~s

on Xzar in arbitrary characteristic, by analogy with the classical
definition in characteristic 0. There is an obvious "forgetful" functor
u*

Cris(X/S) ~ Zar(X/S)

and thus an exact sequence
0

--}~ ->.Q.x

. -:.> u* .Q.x

~

0

zar
and similarly an exact sequence of multiplicative groups
cr~s

o -~ ( 1+ :'l) -?.Q.x* .-!>u*2._x*

-~ o

crJ.s
zar
If (U <--)T, e) is any object of Cris (X/S), where e denotes the divided
power structure on the ideal defining the immersion

U ~ T, then

J(u~,T) =global sections of the ideal defining the immersion
Uc........T. Utilizing the divided power structure 8 (which, more explici tely,
consists of the family of mappings

x Hx(n) for n

~ 1)

on this
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ideal, we can define the logarithmic and exponential homomorphisms

J

on

resp 1 +
exp(x)

J

=

by
1 +

~

x(n), log(1 + x)

n q1

=~

(n-1)1(-1)n x(n) ,

n) 1

and these homomorphisms establish isomorphisms

(1 +J) ~ j

(*)

To the invertible sheaf L on Xzar' there corresponds the canonical
1
element of H (xzar' Q~ ) and so a canonical element of
·:>
zar
*
1
H (Xcris'~QX
). Utilizing the isomorphism ( ), and the exact sequences
zar
of cohomology, one immediately obtains a canonical element in

a 2(xcr~s,
. j

) and hence o.n element

c(L) E a2(xcris'QX

. ), which is

cr~s

the required Chern class of L. It can be thus viewed as an obstruction to
lifting L to an inversible sheaf on the crystallin site.

1.5. Remarks on the non proper case. If X0 is a non proper
(an affine, say) scheme over a perfect field k of char. p >
S

=

o,

and

Spec(W), then the calculation of DeRham cohomology made in 2.1

in the case of the formal affine line shows that the crystalline
H* ((X 0 /S)

. ,oX
) is no longer reasonable, as it gives
crJ.s - ocris
modules of infinite rank over the ring W(k) ~ W of Witt vectors. This
cohomology

seems to give clear evidence that some approach making use of MonskyWashnitzer's liftings, together with the underlying idea of the
crystalline topos, has to be worked out,.whether we like it or not.
A possible first approach is to attach to X0 the ringed site whose
objects are triples (U0

= Spec(A 0 ) , U = Spec(A),D) of an affine

open subset U0 of X0 , a Monsky-Washnitzer algebra A over W, endowed
with a surjective W-homomorphism A -;?A0 (the augmentation), this A
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(or rather its spectrum in a suitable sense) playing the part of the
infinitesimal thickenings in the definition of the crystalline site,
and of a (topologically nilpotent) divided power structure D on
the augmentation ideal J of A. Morphisms between objects are defined
in an evident way, and as topology one may take tentatively the one
deduced from Zariski topology on X0 , as in the definition of the
infinitesimal site (4.1}. The corresponding topos could be called
the Monsky-Washnitzer topos cf X0 over k, say (X 0 /k)WM' and one may
expect that the cohomology of this topos, with coefficients in its
canonical sheaf of local rings, yields the correct Betti numbers of X0
(namely the same as the

-l.-adic theories for -!.

~

p, when k is

algebraically closed). One regrettable feature of such a theory, in
comparison to the theory of crystalline cohomology, which works also
for unequal characteristic schemes, is that it seems so closely tied
up wi tl" the assumption of a perfect groundfield of char.

p > 0.

Appendix
Let X be a scheme above the base
each positive integer n, let
hood of the diagonal of X x

3

and F a Module on X. For

1
6 (n) be the nth infinitesimal neighbour6 2 (n) the nth infinitesimal neigh-

X, and

bourhood of the diagonal of X x 3 X
of canonical projections

s,

zs

X. Then there is the usual diagram
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An ~-connection on F relative to S is an isomorphism

"P=

p

2

1(n)*(F) I'V~p (n)*(F)

satisfying the cocycle condition

* (\f)
p31

*
*
= p32(~)
p21

( 1./')

•

A stratification on F relative to S is a system of an n-connection
for each positive integer

~in

such a fashion that these various

n-connections are compatible or glue together, i.e. if n' s n, the
n'-connection induced by the given n-connection is the given
n'-connection.
If X is smooth on S, a 1-connection on F relative to S is
equivalent to a mapping

satisfying the following condition
a.~~)

p (a. d ) p(

-a+ a')

= p(a) + p(~')

p(it).(OGf)_=~(OG)f +.OG p(())(f)

where OG E \'(U ,.Q.x) '

a E r {U ,Ders<2.x))'

f E \1 {U ,F)

We say that this 1-connection is integrable if

There are various other ways of expressing the fact that a sheaf
F has a connection or stratification relative to

s,

but we do not give

these. We only mention that the classical definition of a connection
on a vector bundle is a particular case of the above, and that, if
X is of characteristic 0 and smooth over

s,

a stratification is

equivalent to an integrable 1-connection. Needless to say, this last
assertion is false in non-zero characteristic.
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